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Axions and the Strong CP 
problem

Standard model symmetry group is
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Evidence for CP conservation in the SU(3) strong interactions
from multiple measurements of neutron and nuclear electric
dipole moments. For example, neutron EDM < 10-26 e-cm.

Even simple dimensional arguments
show that this is unexpected. Why do
the SU(3) QCD interactions conserve
CP when SU(2) QED interactions do
not? This is the strong CP problem.
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Signal-to-noise-ratio
Theoretical signal power for KSVZ axions in ADMX

Noise power for thermalised axions at 700MHz, 500 Hz bandwidth

Signal power divides by 2 as half of the power from axion to photon conversion deposited in the amplifier



The Radiometer Equation.
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The radiometer equation is useful here because the signal is at a static
frequency, and the noise at surrounding frequencies is relatively flat (because
the cavity resonance is much wider band than the signal peak). Thus the
signal appears as excess power in its bandwidth on top of the noise power 
that is in every bin.

Whether the signal is discernible or not depends on whether the bin-to-bin fluctuations in the noise swamp the signal. The radio
how long you have to integrate for to discern the signal against the
background of these fluctuations.
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Axion Detectors and the Current Landscape
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Current experimental landscape

• Until the mid 1960s, it was generally assumed that the underlying theory of 
particle physics would conserve the CP symmetry.

• Assumption was called into question when examples of CP-violating effects 
began to be observed in the electroweak sector.

• First indirectly measured and then directly measured some time later.
• CP being badly broken in weak interactions leads to the expectation that it is 

badly broken in strong interactions also.
• Tested by measuring the Electric Dipole Moments (EDMs) of neutrons and 

nuclei. 
• Leads to ever more stringent upper limits at approximately 10 orders of magnitude 

less than expected with an EDM of dn > 3.0!10"26 e·cm.
• Dubbed the "Strong CP Problem" it is solved by the Peccei Quinn mechanism 

and gives rise to a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson, the Axion.
• The properties that are theorised for the Axion make it a well motivated candidate 

for dark mater.

Axion Dark Matter Search Using Novel 
Resonant Feedback Techniques

Axions are a well motivated candidate for dark matter. #e most sensitive experimental 
detection setup is currently the Axion Dark Matter eXperiment (ADMX). We describe 
the current experimental con$guration and novel resonant feedback techniques [1] 
aimed at increasing the rate of coverage of axion masses, as well as the domain of 
masses within reach using current or planned ADMX magnet geometries.

Abstract

!e Background and !eory

#e Axions detection is theorised to be possible 
utilising the inverse Primako% e%ect seen in 
$gure 1 where the axion will undergo conversion 
to a photon and a virtual photon in a strong 
inhomogenous magnetic $eld.

Detection

M. G. Perry

• Current most sensitive detectors use a cryogenic 
resaonant cavity.

• Cryogenic ampli$ers are used in conjusction 
with room temperature ampli$ers to amplify the 
expected signal power of a yoctowatt (10-24 W).

• #e search frequency is altered mechanically by 
using tuning rods driven by room temperature 
stepper motors.

Figure 1: Feynman Diagram of the Inverse Primako% e%ect [2]

Figure 2: #e generic setup of an Axion haloscope [3]

• Searches for galactic halo Axions have 
a search range of several orders of 
magnitude.

• Only a very small fraction has been 
excluded.

Figure 3 (Above): Predicted Search Window [3]

Figure 4(Above): Current exclution Limits, Wide view. [4]
Figure 5(Le&): Current Exclusion Limit, Tight view. [4]

Drawbacks
Current Experiments are held back by a number of factors including:
• Slow scan rate, owing to searching a small band of frequency at one time.
• High temperatures, owing to heating caused by mechanical tuning.
• Low sensitivity, owing to limitations on cavity e%ective volume.

Method For Improvement
Using A resonator structure other than 
a cavity and imposing the electical $eld 
structure using feedback circuitry could 
vastly increase scan rates.
#is can also serve to allow an increase 
in e%ective detector volume, with some 
careful design.

Figure 6 (Right): A potential detector structure design [1]
Figure 7 (Below): #e concept of replacing a cavity with parallel 
plates and an external resonator. [1]

#inking of a cavity resonance being formed by charges building up on end plates 
and the return path for those charges being the cavity walls. Removing those walls 
and forcing the electrical structure using an external resonator, the same structure 
can be achieved.
#is would be achieved using a Field Programable Gate Array (FPGA). due to 
limitations in Analogue to Digital Convertors (ADCs) and Digital to Analogue 
Convertors (DACs), a hetrodyne reciever setup would need to be utilised.

Figure 8 (Le&): #e feedback loop setup with hetrodyne 
reciever. [1]
Figure 9 (Below): #e digital $lter creating 8 parallel 
resonances and the phase responce ascociated.

#e way scan rate would be increased using 
this feedback search technique is to have 
multiple parallel resonances simultaneously. 
#is can be seen demonstrated in $gure 
9, A frequency sweep of the digital $lter 
implemented on simple hardware, and 
$gure 10, the same $lter with hetrodyne 
chain and applied through a small test 
cavity.

Figure 10 (Le&): #e digital $lter applied through a cavity with 
hetrodyning in place.
Figure 11 (Below): FPGA and Hetrodyne setup.

[1] E. J. Daw, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 921, 50 (2019), 1805.11523v2.
[2] I. Stern. ADMX Status. 2017. arXiv: 1612.08296 [physics.ins-det].
[3] E. J. Daw, A search for halo axions, Ph.D. thesis, MIT (1998).
[4] C. O’Hare, “cajohare/axionlimits: Axionlimits,” (2020), URL 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3932430.

• Non resonant experiments have broad mass coverage, but insensitive to QCD axions
• Resonant experiments much more sensitive. ADMX is the only experiment to have probed a 

broad range of existing axion models. However, mass coverage too slow. Can speed up: 1. By 
using a new generation of quantum electronics; 2. By using a larger, higher field magnet; 3. 
Using multiple resonators in parallel.
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Discovery Potential Measure for Resonant Detectors
Figure of merit for 
detector 
sensitivity: 

Energy stored in magnetic field

System noise temperature, proportional to energy per oscillator mode
in thermal equilibrium

Experiment B2V / T

ADMX (US ) 47

HAYSTAC (US) 0.33

CAPP-PACE (S. Korea) 0.36

CAPP-18T 0.36

CAPP-12TB 43

QSHS-SHEFFIELD PROTOTYPE 20

QSHS-UK FACILITY (proposed) 5000



Quantum Electronics for QSHS
Josephson parametric
amplifiers (JPAa) /
Travelling wave parametric
amplifiers (TWPAs)

Cryogenic
bolometer arrays

SLUG loaded SQUID
amplifiers

Qubit arrays



Progress
Site for Sheffield test facility

6.8m

9.4m

9.0m

5.8m

circle=5Gauss

Discussions with Sheffield Estates 
department ongoing regarding removal 
of existing contents, refurbishment.

Main lab space ceiling height 
4.3m. Ground floor; concrete 

slab and soil underneath

4m high lab space for the 20cm prototype at Sheffield
January 2022 September 2022

Proteox MX with
8T, 20cm bore 
magnet ordered
from Oxford
Instruments. 
Delivery 
expected
Autumn 2023.
10mK base 
Temperature.

QSHS PI Daw
with similar 
fridge at Oxford.
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Preliminary sensitivity to 3e-5 micro eV using
the 3K test stand at NPL.

Sensitive at
1e-12 in coupling.
3 micro eV



Resonant Feedback

Cavity Resonant feedback

Nuclear Inst. and Methods in Physics Research, A, Volume 921, p. 50-56.
https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.11523

SIDECAR 

Feedback 
induced
resonance

Test on ADMX
sidecar cavity

https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.11523


Future Plans
• Install and commission fridge and magnet at Sheffield
• Run 1 with a single cavity at around 5GHz, first untuned, then 

with a tuning rod. Start with a HEMT amplifier.
• Establish sensitivity to axion dark matter, extrapoloate to 

projected sensitivity at lower noise, larger volume.
• Develop 4 varieties of quantum electronics.
• Deploy and test Quantum Electronics
• Run 2, with quantum electronics, measure revised noise 

temperature, search for axions, again around 5GHz.
• Develop and test resonant feedback and improved 

resonators in collaboration with ADMX.
• Study possible cosmic ray backgrounds.
• Engineering design for a UK scaled up national facility.

maybe
during
phase 1

QSHS
Phase 1
(current
STFC 
Support)

QSHS
phase 2
requires
support.


